γ -ray sources are among the most fundamental experimental tools currently available to modern physics. As well as the obvious benefits to fundamental research, an ultra-bright source of γ -rays could form the foundation of scanning of shipping containers for special nuclear materials and provide the bases for new types of cancer therapy.
However, for these applications to prove viable, γ -ray sources must become compact and relatively cheap to manufacture. In recent years, advances in laser technology have formed the cornerstone of optical sources of high energy electrons which already have been used to generate synchrotron radiation on a compact scale. Exploiting the scattering induced by a second laser, one can further enhance the energy and number of photons produced provided the problems of synchronisation and compact γ -ray detection are solved.
Here, we report on the work that has been done in developing an all-optical and hence, compact Non-Linear Thomson Scattering source, including the new methods of synchronisation and compact γ -ray detection. We present evidence of the generation of multi-MeV (maximum 16 − 18 MeV) and ultra-high brilliance (exceeding 10 20 photons s −1 mm −2 mrad −2 0.1% BW at 15 MeV) γ -ray beams. These characteristics are appealing for the paramount practical applications mentioned above.
I. INTRO
γ -ray sources (energy per photon exceeding the MeV) are one of the most fundamental experimental tools currently available to modern physics thanks to their unique properties in interacting with matter. For instance, nuclear excitations usually have resonances in the MeV range [1] , leading to the possible onset of nuclear resonance fluorescence [2] and photofission of materials [3] . These phenomena are of paramount importance, not only for fundamental experimental investigations of nuclear physics, but also for practical applications; for example, the resonances and generated by-products emitted during γ -ray irradiation are distinctive features of each element, and are thus proposed as a viable way of remotely detecting strategic elements even in shielded environments [1] .
FIG. 1:
The basic principle behind the scanning of shipping containers. (a) shows a stylised shipping container moving through a scanning apparatus which is non-invasive. (b) as the gamma rays propagate deep into the container which contains special nuclear material concealed within a lead house, the interact with all of the material inside. Each material responds in a unique way with the emission of specific by-products that can allow one to identify the potentially dangerous material and raise the alarm.
Moreover, their high penetration in materials promotes γ -rays as ideal tools for performing highquality radiographs of the interior of heavily shielded objects, such as containers and cargos (of which an extremely low faction are currently able to be inspected [4] ); allowing one to scan for special nuclear materials such as Uranium−235 such as the example presented in figure 1 (see, for instance, the Container Security Initiative launched by the U.S. Bureau of Customs and Border Protection [5] [6] [7] ).
As well as scanning, high-energy γ -rays have an impact on living tissues and cells, inducing an extremely complex chain of phenomena in cells ranging from harmless mutations up to cell death. These phenomena are at the core of one of the most effective cancer therapies: radiotherapy [8] .
Besides these extremely important practical applications, the detailed study of γ -ray emission represents a precious tool to experimentally access and study physics regimes that would be inaccessible otherwise [9] . For example, the recent development of γ -ray telescopes is allowing for tremendous advances in our understanding of the Universe [10] . In addition, not only can understanding how γ -rays are produced provide insight into astrophysical phenomena but the fast-paced progress of laser technology is now opening up the possibility of experimentally studying quantum electro-dynamics in a highly non-linear regime [11] .
II. THE NEED FOR ALL OPTICAL SOURCES OF GAMMA RAYS
There are a number of mechanisms that can produce high-energy γ -rays. Currently the most applied technique involves generating energetic electrons and colliding them with high Z targets, generating 'breaking radiation' called Bremsstrahlung. Figure 2 shows, as an example, the bremsstrahlung spectrum recently obtained from the collision of an energetic laser-driven bunch of electrons with a high Z target [12] . As one can see, the spectrum is extremely broad and while the efficiency for lower energies is high, the number of photons produced towards the higher energies can be seen to decay. Moreover, the photons exiting the target will have a broad divergence and a relatively large spot size, all factors ultimately limiting the brilliance achievable by this source.
Most other sources involve in some regard, the acceleration of charges, specifically electrons, and the subsequent emission of synchrotron radiation [13, 14] .
Conventional synchrotrons are large machines which use magnetic fields to guide fast moving electrons around a circular track [15] . This emission can however be enhanced by the use of an undulator or wiggler arrangement. In general, an undulator is a spatially periodic magnetic structure designed to produce a quasi-monoenergetic spectrum of synchrotron radiation from a relativistic bunch of electrons. However, any system that can cause a periodic oscillation of the electron as it propagates can be considered analogus to the original undulator setup. In the context of work presented here, the mechanism driving FIG. 2: Bremsstrahlung spectrum from a laser-driven energetic bunch of electrons colliding with a high Z target [12] . Numbers are given per MeV per steradian per Coulomb of charge. the oscillations will be an intense laser field. Figure 3 shows the characteristic motion of an electron with
An electron with velocity β along the z axis undulates with amplitude in the x axis, emits in a cone of angle 1/γ however, as the oscillations result in a variation in the angle by ψ 0 the opening angle of emitted radiation is changed. The value of ψ 0 determines whether the electron emits in the undulator, or the stronger wiggler regime [13, 16] .
velocity β (the ratio of electron velocity to the speed of light) which is oscillating as it propagates along the z axis. The restoring acceleration is in the axis and is given byβ. The spatial period of oscillation is given by λ u . The maximum deflection angle with respect to the z axis is given by ψ 0 . The ratio of ψ 0 compared with the natural emission angle 1/γ gives the undulator strength parameter K u = γψ 0 . If K u < 1 then the value of ψ 0 is lower than the value of the natural opening angle and the system is said to be in the undulator regime. If K u > 1 then the value of ψ 0 is larger than the value of the natural opening angle and the emission is in the wiggler regime [13, 17] . With ψ 0 < 1/γ , an electron which traverses an undulator setup emits a smoothly modulated field with quasi-monoenergitic properties. In the ultra-relativistic case, it is straightforward to determine the energy of photons emitted in the undulator regime. As the periodicity of the electron in the undulator is given by 2π βc/λ u = Ω u , the frequency of emitted photons becomes:
The number of photons emitted per electron in an undulator scenario is given as
Where N elm is the number of undulator elements in the setup, θ is the angle observations are made at with respect to the electron propagation axis and α is the fine structure constant. From this it can be seen that for the undulator regime, there is a squared dependence for the number of photons generated on the undulator strength parameter K u . Since K u < 1 for an undulator, one can conclude that the emission of photons becomes very low as K u → 0 [13, 17] . With ψ 0 > 1/γ , an electron which traverses a wiggler setup is strongly modulated and emits a much broader spectrum which contains many harmonics up to a maximum cut-off energy. This is largely due to the strong field periodically modifying the trajectory of the electron allowing the formation of harmonic modes. The motion alters equation 1 to
where m is the mode number and γ * is the Lorentz factor modified to take into account the motion of the electron in the transverse direction induced by the action of the wiggler elements. This is the normalised drift velocity β * i.e., γ
Clearly it is not possible for the modes to extend to infinity; thus, a critical cut-off frequency must exist. When the electron is at its peak position in x the largest accelerating force is experienced and, the critical frequency becomes
The number of photons produced is given to be
From this it can be seen that for the wiggler regime, there is a linear dependence for the number of photons generated on the undulator strength parameter K u . Since K u > 1 for a wiggler, one can conclude that the emission of photons becomes higher K u → ∞. This will be accompanied by an increase in the angle of emission [13, 17] .
In either the wiggler or undulator regimes it can be seen from equations 1 and 3 that increasing the Lorentz factor is critical in order to generate high energy photons, and that a strong K u is beneficial for gaining further enhancement of those energies. However, using conventional magnets to gain K u 1 can be difficult to achieve due to the engineering constraints imposed. Previously, it was noted that any field with sufficient strength could be used to wiggle the electrons and as laser technology continues to improve and intensities increase, the possibility of accelerating an electron to relativistic velocities in the transverse direction within one laser time period has already been realised. The a 0 , or non-linearity parameter is the ratio of the force of the electric field in a single time period to the rest mass of the electron and is used to define the intensity of a laser in terms of this condition.
Where E l is the electric field associated with the laser and ω l is the central frequency of the laser pulse. Above unity, the equation indicates that the magnetic component of the Lorentz force will be comparable to the to the electric field component. The behaviour of the electron becomes highly non-linear. If a laser possesses a 0 ≥ 1, it is said to be relativistically intense.
In most conventional systems such as Linacs, the undulation of electrons are done by strong stationary magnets [18] . However, the large intensities currently available in the laser lab means that an optical undulator provides a more compact and potentially effective means of enhancing the energies generated by the synchrotron. Compton (or Thompson in the classical limit) scattering provides one of the key mechanisms by which lasers can begin to generate high energy photons. Relating the a 0 parameter back to synchrotron radiation, a number of key elements require slight modification. The laser wavelength is λ l and its wavenumber k l = 2π /λ l . This means the frequency is ω l = k l c and energy ε l = ω l . The relativistic laser intensity parameter a 0 , can be directly related to the undulator strength parameter K u simply as
For equations 2 and 5, as the electromagnetic field carries out the role of an undulator, Ω u = ω L and the number of undulator/wiggler elements is given by the number of photons absorbed by an electron N ABS which is 1 when a 0 < 1 and up to a 3 0 for a 0 > 1 [11] . For a laser-driven scenario, the energy of the emitted radiation is then given by:
Here ω B is the boosted photon emitted by the undulator/wiggler. The two additional modifications seen in the denominator of equation 8 are a 2 0 /2 which represents the depletion of the laser pulse as electrons propagate through it, and 2N ABS χ/a 0 which introduces the χ parameter. χ is the ratio of the electric field strength of the pulse to the Schwinger limit of the field , a effect of quantum electrodynamics (QED) which indicates that given a strong enough field strength, a laser can produce electron-positron pairs from a vacuum (E L = 1.3 × 10
18 Vm −1 [19] ). As an electron possess an electric field, it too can contribute to this effect such that in practical units χ ≈ 6.1 × 10 −6 γ a 0 . The first correction becomes significant at a 0 > 1 i.e., the wiggler regime however, the second correction is very much a QED consideration and need only be considered at extreme intensities or ultra-high relativistic velocities [11] .
In order to build a compact γ -ray source, it is thus necessary to minimise the size of the electron accelerator. Laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) can now give this opportunity, since they can sustain accelerating gradients of the order of 100's GVm −1 [20] , reducing GeV-scale accelerators down to a few cm in length. The electrons accelerated in these fields are produced in extremely short bunches in the order of the plasma wavelength, with durations of τ p (which is the plasma timescale [21] ) [20] . When an ultra-FIG. 4: A simplified diagram of the process of LWFA. The laser pulse arrives into the plasma, driving electrons out of its path. The heavier ions remain and create an enormous potential difference which accelerates the electrons to relativistic velocities behind the laser.
short, relativistically intense laser pulse propagates through an underdense plasma ((λ l /λ p ) 2 1 whereλ p is the plasma wavelength [21] ), the field associated with the laser pulse envelope will drive electrons away from the pulse leaving a positively charged channel around the axis (see figure 4) . The strong charge imbalance will drive the electrons back on-axis, effectively setting a longitudinal plasma wave with a strong electric field. Electrons injected into these waves are then accelerated in the longitudinal directions, with typical energies in the multi-MeV up to GeV [20] .
As an example, figure 5 shows the fluorescence observed on a Lanex screen [22] , and related electron spectra for a range of gas pressures (50, 80, 100 and 200 mbar) [23] .
It can be seen that there is an optimum pressure for each setup that can generate high-energy, highquality beams. Intuitively, the gas must be dense enough to generate the accelerating gradients, while not being so dense that the laser group velocity is reduced sufficiently so as to allow de-phasing to occur and destroy the wakefield [20] .
The current record for the highest energy of laser-driven electron beams is held by the BELLA laser FIG. 5: Examples of raw electron energy spectra (a − d ) showing the fluorescence observed on a Lanex screen [22] , and spectra in units of charge per relative energy spread (e − h). These were observed ad a range of pressures from 50, 80100 and 200 mbar of gases [23] .
[24], which has accelerated electrons up to 4.2 GeV in 10 cm of guiding capillary shown in figure 6 [25] .
FIG. 6:
The state of the art LWFA can produce 6 pC beams with an energy spectrum which reaches a 4.2 GeV by employing the use of capillary tubes as waveguides [25] .
III. THE APPLICATION OF LASER BASED SYNCHROTRONS
Exploiting the undulations imposed by the laser on the electrons in LWFA as a source of high energy photons has already yielded some excellent results. This 'betatron' radiation leads to coherent and bright sources of x-rays presented in figure 7 [26, 27] . These sources imply a brilliance exceeding 10 22 photons s −1 mm −2 mrad −2 0.1% BW. However, the energies are typically below 1 MeV. While the energies reported in current literature fall below those needed for the applications outlined at the beginning of this article, their usefulness should not be understated. Betatron sources from electrons generated via LWFA have FIG. 7: Results presented in manuscripts regarding betatron sources from electrons generated via LWFA [26, 27] . These sources exhibit Micron scale source size are temporally coherent, of short duration and high flux.
FIG. 8:
A comparison of a Bremsstrahlung source (a) and a betatron source (b) for imaging. For the Bremsstrahlung source, the lack of coherence makes it difficult to obtain a high level of detail of the object being imaged, while the bright coherent betatron source allows one to generate detailed images of complex objects. In this case, a 3-D image of a human bone is able to be generated by stacking multiple images taken with an x-ray camera. Unlike conventional Bremsstrahlung based x-ray machines found in most hospitals, the betatron based source provides increased levels of details about the micro-structure of the bone [28] .
been used to produce 3-D tomographic images of human bone and because conventional radiographs can not reveal detailed information about the micro-structure despite its importance as an indicator of osteoporosis [28] . When the results of such a source are compared with those of a Bremsstrahlung source such as that found in ref [12] , it is easy to see the benefits. Figure 8 makes such a comparison. (a) demonstrate the imaging of a Bremsstrahlung source and (b) that of the betatron source. Clearly the betatron source can give extremely high resolution due to its coherence. In order to boost the energy of photons emitted by the electrons, a second laser pulse can be used as an undulator as discussed in the previous section. For a counter-propagating geometry, as an ultrarelativistic electron advances through an intense laser field, the intensity of the laser enhances the frequency of photons generated as seen in equation 8 [11, 13, 17] .
Work in this field is already under way and various groups have demonstrated successfully the generation of high energy photons from optical interactions. As an example of the possible results that can be obtained in this configuration, we show in Fig.9 a typical spectrum obtained during the interaction of a low energy electron beam with a low-intensity laser beam (a 0 < 1). The brilliance obtained in this experiment was of the order of 3 × 10 18 photons s −1 mm −2 mrad −2 per 0.1% BW [29] . Figure 9 shows that for the undulator regime, the pattern of the photons generated follows closely that of the electron spectra. This is typical of the linear nature of the interaction. With γ max = 160 for FIG. 9: X-ray spectral distribution (black squares) measured, for a single shot, by the Ross-filter pairs.
Horizontal error bars represent the spectral width of the filter pair; vertical error bars represent the measurement error. The simulated X-ray spectrum (solid line), obtained from the experimentally measured electron-beam spectrum (inset), is normalized by dividing by a factor of 1.4. [29] .
the electrons and a laser intensity a 0 ≈ 0.25, the peak energy of the photons produced is 60 keV [29] .
As all-optical Thomson source continues to be refined, the intensity becomes sufficient for exploration of the onset of the non-linear regime [30] . This effect was seen, in the perturbative regime, in Ref [30] . Typical results obtained in that experimental campaign are shown in figure 10 . Run-averaged spectra are shown in red, white lines show the expected x-ray spectrum for each averaged electron spectrum. The simulation was performed with simulation package SPECTRA 9.0, assuming an equivalent undulator model with a peak undulator parameter of K u = a 0 = 0.9 [30] . One can see a strong correlation between the theory and results obtained.
Exploring the properties of an all optical Thomson source is producing tunable and quasimonochromatic Thomson X-Ray sources and with continued refinement into the technique, the intensity becomes sufficient for exploration of the onset of the non-linear regime [30] . Previous investigations of laserdriven Thomson scattering have mostly focused on the linear or single-photon or undulator regime i.e., whenever the relativistically invariant dimensionless amplitude of the laser pulse (a 0 < 1) [29, 31] and report on γ -ray energies ranging from a few hundreds of keV [29] up to 3 − 4 MeV [31] . Perturbative non-linear corrections (a 0 < 1) were first reported in Ref. [32] . Liu and collaborators recently reported on an increase in photon energy (up to 8 − 9 MeV) by frequency converting the scattering laser up to its second harmonic (thus increasing ω L ) [33] . However, using a higher laser frequency for scattering significantly reduces the laser energy available (crystal conversion efficiency into second harmonic of the order of 30 − 50 %), and the laser a 0 implying a modest number of generated photons (≈ 3 × 10 5 photons per shot are theoretically inferred in reference [33] ). This relatively low number can be easily understood if we consider that it would scale as N γ ∝ a 2 0 for a 0 1 [17] . The brilliance of this source is thus not higher than laser-driven bremsstrahlung source [12, 34, 35 ] (see Fig. 16 for a comparison of reported brilliance for different γ -ray sources). Laser driven non-linear Thomson scattering (a 0 ≈ 1.5) has been achieved using a single laser to both drive and scatter the electrons [36] . This generated γ -rays with energies of the order of few hundreds of keV but the single-laser setup makes it unfeasible to scale the system to higher photon energies.
FIG. 10:
The electron are presented on the left and corresponding photon spectra on the right. Each horizontal trace shows a single laser shot. Run-averaged spectra are shown in red, white lines show the expected x-ray spectrum for each averaged electron spectrum. The simulation was performed with SPECTRA 9.0, assuming an equivalent undulator model with a peak undulator parameter of K u = a 0 = 0.9 [30] .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES
Laser-driven e-acceleration High intensity int.
Electron spectrometry !-ray detection an intense laser pulse (Driver ) is focussed by an F/20 off OAP at the edge of a gas-cell to generate an ultra-relativistic electron beam (first box: Laser-driven e − acceleration). A second, more intense laser pulse (Wiggler ) is focussed by a holed F/2 OAP in a counter-propagating to the electron beam (second box: High intensity int.). After interaction, the electron beam is deflected by a strong pair of magnets onto a LANEX scintillator screen (third box: Electron spectrometry) whilst the generated γ -ray beam propagates up to a Li-based spectrometer (fourth box: γ -ray detection). An F/15 hole in the F/2 OAP ensures unperturbed propagation of the scattered electron beam and generated γ -ray beam onto the detector, and minimises back-reflection of the laser in the amplification chain [16] .
The results presented in the previous chapter show that an all-optical source of high energy is in fact possible to achieve. However, the number of photons and energies achieved can be enhanced if a 0 > 1. Using the Astra-Gemini laser, hosted by the Rutherford Appleton laboratory [37] , which delivers two laser beams each with central wavelength λ L ≈ 800 nm, pulse duration τ L ≈ (42 ± 4) fs, and energy after compression of 18 J, a recent experimental campaign demonstrated that the onset of non-linear Thomson scattering with a 0 > 1 is in-fact achievable. The setup used is presented in figure 11 [16] . Electron spectra used for the first and second series of experiments, respectively. In frame a., the dashed red line represents the approximated electron spectrum used as an input for the theoretical calculations. c. Measured intensity distribution of the laser used for scattering (Wiggler in Fig. 11 ).
Using the two beam geometry, one pulse is able to take the role of a driving pulse. This pulse was focussed, using an F/20 Off-Axis Parabola (OAP). A quasi-monoenergetic electron beam with peak energy E e − ≈ 550 MeV were consistently produced (typical examples of which are presented in figures 12(a) and (b)).
The second laser pulse assumed the role of wiggler and was focused using an F/2 OAP. This parabolic mirror had an F/15 hole in the middle, 1 cm downstream of the exit of the gas-cell which allows the electrons to travel through the mirror without impacting onto it and produce spurious noise.
A random spatial diffuser was inserted prior to the parabola in order to match the electron beam transverse size with the high intensity focus of the laser which was given as a 0 = 2. A peaked region with a 0 = 10 is also present FWHM ≈ 3 µm (the beam profile is presented in figure 12(c) ). Further detail are presented within Ref. [16] .
The main problem which needs to be solved is the issue of synchronising such ultra-short pulses to within a few fs of each other; the difficulty arises from the fact that this timescale is many orders of magnitude below the typical response time of modern electronic devices (which can respond on the 100's ps scale). In order to achieve synchronisation on the fs timescale, an interferometric technique was developed that allows one to synchronise pulses with a high level of precision (details of which can be found at [38] ). As an example, we plot in Fig. 13 the effect of changing the time delay between the pulses onto the CCD detector.
FIG. 13:
The synchronisation process as seen on the CCD. Details in the text and in Ref. [38] The images show the position on the CCD chip in the vertical axis against the wavelengths mapped to the CDD chip. The images moving from left to right demonstrate the changing pattern when the delay is changed in steps of 2T 0 where T 0 is the laser pulse duration i.e., 45 fs. As can be seen the number of fringes seen in the horizontal axis falls as synchronisation is approached [38] .
After synchronisation is accomplished, the setup given in figure 11 can be used to give simultaneous information on the electron and gamma ray spectra. Downstream of the F/2 OAP, the magnet (B = 1 T, length of 15 cm) deflects the electrons away from the generated γ -ray beam to a LANEX [22] scintillator, resolving electron energies from 120 MeV to 2 GeV.
By estimating the average energy E e − emitted by an electron with an energy of 550 MeV from the Larmor formula [14] , we obtain E e − ∼ 11 MeV such that radiation-reaction effects are also negligibly small. The electron spectrum after the interaction is substantially unchanged (recoil-less interaction) and it can thus be used as a valid approximation for the initial electron spectrum.
FIG. 14:
The setup of the γ -ray detector. A 2 cm thick block of Li allows for the generation of secondary electrons via Compton scattering. The on-axis scattered electron population is angularly selected by a lead shield which also reduced the signal to noise ratio. A 0.3 T magnet resolves the electron population which is detected by an image plate [39, 40] . The graph shows the spectral shapes that are obtained for monoenergetic pencil beams of γ -rays of energies 1.5 (dark blue), 2 (green), 5 (red), 7 (light blue), 10 (purple), 15 (yellow) and 20 (black) MeV. Response of lithium to γ -ray beams is found at NIST [41] and more detailed findings of the detector are presented in reference [42] .
For the γ -ray detection, a novel system based on Compton interactions with the electrons of lithium was employed; this system allows one to spectrally resolve high flux γ -ray beams (see figure 14 and reference [42] ). Outside the main chamber, a 2 cm thick block of Li (transverse size of 5 mm) was inserted in the γ -ray beam path to allow for the generation of secondary electrons via Compton scattering. This angular acceptance was explicitly chosen to be comparable to the theoretically predicted angular spread of the γ -ray photons: θ γ ≈ a 0 /γ e − ≈ 2 mrad. The on-axis scattered electron population retains the spectral shape of the γ -ray beam with an energy resolution of the order of the MeV. A 0.3 T, 5 cm long pairs of magnets spectrally dispersed the secondary electron beam onto an absolutely calibrated Imaging Plate [39, 40] . This spectrometer was encased into a 30 cm thick box of lead to minimise noise arising from off-axis scattered electrons and photons and from bremsstrahlung photons emerging from the dumping of the primary electron beam. Typical spectral resolution, as resulting from the interplay of the magnetic spectrometer resolution and uncertainty introduced by the deconvolution process, was of the order of 10 − 15% whereas the uncertainty in yield was of the order of 10%. This system allowed us for the first time to measure the absolutely calibrated spectrum of the generated γ -ray beam, in an energy window between 6 and 20 MeV and an energy resolution of the order of 1 MeV (full details can be found at [42] ).
V. RESULTS
Examples of the electron spectra generated in the arrangement presented previously are given in figures  12(a) & (b) .
FIG. 15:
The γ -ray spectra from NLTS as presented in reference [16] . a. green band: γ -ray spectrum as measured during the interaction of the laser-driven electron beam (spectrum depicted in Fig. 12.a) with the high-intensity focal spot of a secondary laser beam (spatial distribution shown in Fig. 12.c) .
The band represents the uncertainty associated with the experiment, as mainly resulting from the spectral resolution of the γ -ray spectrometer and the response of the detector. Solid and dashed brown lines depict theoretical expectations for the same electron and laser parameter as the experimental ones but with a 0 = 2 and a 0 = 1, respectively. b. The green line represents the measured spectrum for optimised electron-laser overlap (same as green band in frame a.) whereas dashed curves depicts the measured spectra if an artificial misalignment of ±20 µm is introduced. c. The green line represents the measured spectrum for optimised electron-laser synchronisation (for an electron spectrum as the one in Fig. 12 .b) whereas dashed curves depict the measured spectra if an artificial desynchronisation of ±100 fs is introduced.
In conditions of best overlap and synchronisation between the electron beam and the laser pulse, this run produced a γ -ray beam with a monotonically decreasing spectrum, with a typical number of photons per MeV exceeding 10 6 , extending up to 15 − 18 MeV (green band in figure 15 (a). The number and peak energy of the measured γ -ray photons is in good agreement with synchrotron calculations for a 0 = 2 (see figure 15(a) . An induced spatial misalignment of ±20µm significantly reduces the signal whilst roughly preserving the same spectral shape ( figure 15(b) . No signal can be recorded if the misalignment is increased to ±40µm.
The dependence of the spectrum on the temporal overlap between the laser-accelerated electron beam and the undulating pulse is shown in figure 12 . The γ -ray spectra shown in figure 15(c) show that changing the relative delay of the lasers by ±100fs reduces the signal fall virtually to zero. It is thus clear that the observed γ -ray beam exclusively results from the electrons undulating in the laser field.
The source size is comparable to the electron beam diameter at interaction (D γ ≈ (30 ± 3)µm), whilst the upper limit for the divergence of the measured photon beam is given by the angular acceptance of the γ -ray spectrometer (2.5 mrad). We can then assume the temporal duration to be comparable to that of the electron beam i.e., of the order of half plasma period in the acceleration stage [47] (≈ 30 fs for a plasma period of τ pl ≈ (60 ± 2) fs); in a 0.1% bandwidth around 15 MeV the approximate number of photons is (3.0 ± 0.2) × 10 4 , implying a lower limit for the peak brilliance of (1.8 ± 0.4) × 10 20 photons s −1 mm −2 mrad −2 0.1% BW. This brilliance is the highest ever achieved in a laboratory for multi-MeV γ -ray sources exceeding by several orders of magnitude that achieved by bremsstrahlung sources (see figure  16 ).
These parameters, namely the ultra-high brilliance and the short duration, are particularly appealing for practical applications such as radiobiology and active interrogation of materials. Typical cancer treatments are designed to deliver about twenty different fractions, each with a dose in the order of 1 Gy [48] . Modern commercial Linacs are designed to be able to deliver up to 30 Gy min −1 with a peak dose rate of 10 6 Gy min −1 [49] . For the present work, simulations using the Monte Carlo scattering
Comparison of the present γ -ray source (solid red circles) with other generation mechanisms reported in the literature: free-electron laser (PETRA III, black crosses, [43] ), k-α (orange diamonds, [44] ), solid-state undulators (ESRF, green crosses [45] and PSI, blue crosses [46] ), betatron radiation (light blue crosses [27] ), bremsstrahlung radiation (green stars [34] and brown stars [12] ), non-linear relativistic Thomson scattering (NLTS, dark purple squares [36] ), and linear relativistic Thomson scattering (LTS, yellow squares [29] , grey squares [31] , and light purple square [33] ). Brilliance is expressed in units of photons s −1 mm −2 mrad −2 0.1% BW code FLUKA [50, 51] indicate that at 40 cm from the γ -ray source that a mm scale water target would absorb a dose of 0.2 Gy which implies a dose rate of ≈ 2 × 10 13 Gy s −1 , the highest ever achieved in the literature. This laser-driven source will then allow for studies of non-linear response of living tissue to radiation on a femtosecond scale. Moreover, the inherently compact nature of this all-optical source means that scanning for special nuclear materials is now viable. With a photon number of ≈ 10 7 delivered in a 10's of fs, the flux (≈ 10 21 photons s −1 ) greatly exceeds the requirements for the study of nuclear dipole resonances and photofission of ≈ 10 13 photons s −1 in a 10% bandwidth. Even when compared with state of the art machines such as HIGS in Carolina USA [52] , which produces γ -ray beams with ≈ 10 7 photons s −1 , this source could represent a huge leap forward in the realisation of the scanners for shipping containers outlined in the first section.
VI. CONCLUSION & OUTLOOK
The demonstration of an optical and compact source of bright and multi-MeV γ -rays, provides a unique opportunity for studies in nuclear physics to be carried out in laser laboratories. As work is in its infancy, there is much scope for development which will lead to the compact-scale production of high quality γ -ray beams for use in the medical industry and the non-invasive scanning of shipping containers.
However, the spectra produced (hinted at in equation 4) when moving into the non-linear intensity regime remains an issue that needs to be tackled. Equation 9 gives the expected bandwidth:
The first term shows the importance of obtaining high energy mono-energetic sources of electrons through LWFA while the second term relates to the bandwidth of the laser itself. This latter term is generally small and does not make a significant contribution to the broadening when compared to the other terms. The final term demonstrates that at high intensities, as the electron emits continuously during its interaction with the laser field, the stronger the field, the wider the bandwidth. While it may seem like this is a problem that cannot be resolved, it has been recently proposed that a suitable chirp of the scattering laser might minimise this issue. An example of these theoretical predictions can be found in Ref. [53] (see Fig. 17 for an example of these calculations).
FIG. 17:
The graph shows the normalised intensity against the normalised frequency of the emitted photons. It can be seen that at higher values of a 0 , the correct chirping of the laser pulse can greatly suppress the harmonics that would otherwise be generated [53] .
For now, research needs to be continued and work is already underway to develop further the LWFA technique. As well as better quality electron beams, more intense lasers will of course, be a welcome addition to the field allowing higher intensities larger focal spots with which to interact. As well as trying some of the methods outlined in Ref. [53] .
As a consequence of such promising results in the field, work has already began on the extreme light infrastructure (ELI) in Eastern Europe [54] . The ELI project aims to represent the pinnacle of laser science providing a peak power of 200 PW. Additionally, the ELI nuclear physics (ELINP) division in Romania will exploit the all-optical Compton source to provide users with a stable source of tunable, high-energy photons with energies in the order of 0.219.5 MeV and spectral density of (0.8 − 4) × 10 4 ph s −1 eV −1 . This means that nuclear scientist can conduct experiments using a source with a peak brilliance 10 20 10 23 s −1 mm −2 mrad −2 0.1%BW [55, 56] . Already, users of the facility are planing to exploit this unique opportunity to conduct experiments in photofission [57] and particle core couplings in 'doubly magic' nuclei [58] . However, this is just the beginning of the possible applications of this type of alloptical source and with improvements in the LWFA technology being developed, there could be the opportunity to further enhance the energies achievable in this type of arrangement.
